
 

 

Crochet Bag Pattern Zig Zag Puff Stitch 

US Terms 

Multiple of 3 Pattern. 

Abbreviations  

ch – chain 

slst – slip stitch 

sc – single crochet 

dc – double crochet 

st – stitch 

Body of  the Bag 

 Chain: 21 (Loose chains) 
 1st Row: Skip first 5ch. and then place 1 dc into the 6th. Ch 1. 

o Make your 1st Puff: Insert your hook without yarning over, 
into the third ch. from the beginning of the ch. and then yarn 
over and pull a loop. Repeat 3 more times, until you have 8 
loops on your hook. Yarn over and pull through all 8 
loops.Ch1. 

o Insert your hook into the 3d Ch. from your dc and place the 
next dc. Ch 1. Insert your hook into the stitch were you 
placed the previous dc. Yarn over and pull a loop 4 times. 
Yarn over and pull through all 8 loops on your hook. Ch1.  

o Repeat until the end of the row until you have 6 puffs. Place 
the last dc of the row into the 2nd chain, of the 5 chains you 
skipped in the beginning of the 1st Row. Turn your work and 
ch. 3.  

 
 2nd Row: Place your 1st dc into the ch. that seals the second Puff, 

and ch. 1. Insert your hook into the ch. that sealed the first Puff. 
Yarn over and pull a loop 4 times. Yarn over and pull through all 8 
loops on your hook. Ch. 1.  

o Insert your hook into the sealing ch. of the 2nd following 
puff. Place a dc and ch.1. Insert your hook into the sealing 
ch. of the previous puff. Yarn over and pull a loop 4 times. 
Yarn over and pull through all 8 loops on your hook. Ch. 1. 

o Repeat until the end of the row until you have 6 Puffs.  
o Place the last dc of the row into the 2nd chain of the 3 turning 

chains of the previous row. Chain 3 and turn. 
 3d – 13th Row: Repeat row 2.  



 

 

 When you complete Row 13 place a row of sc all around your work. 
When going down the long sides place 2sc for each Puff. When on 
the parallel sides (ground and final side) place 1sc in each st. Place 
1sc,1ch,1sc in each corner. 

 Cut yarn and fasten of. Weave in the tail 

Side Pannels 

 Ch.12. Skip first 5ch and then place 1 dc into the 6th Ch 1. 
o Make your 1st Puff: Insert your hook without yarning over, 

into the third ch. from the beginning of the ch. and then yarn 
over and pull a loop. Repeat 3 more times, until you have 8 
loops on your hook. Yarn over and pull through all 8 
loops.Ch1. 

o Insert your hook into the 3d Ch. from your dc and place the 
next dc. Ch 1. Insert your hook into the stitch were you 
placed the previous dc. Yarn over and pull a loop 4 times. 
Yarn over and pull through all 8 loops on your hook. Ch1.  

o Repeat one more so that in the end of the row you will have 
3 puffs. Place the last dc of the row into the 2nd chain, of the 
5 chains you skipped in the beginning of the 1st Row Turn 
your work and ch. 3.  

 Place your 1st dc into the ch. that seals the second Puff, and ch. 1. 
Insert your hook into the ch. that sealed the first Puff. Yarn over 
and pull a loop 4 times. Yarn over and pull through all 8 loops on 
your hook. Ch. 1.  

o Insert your hook into the sealing ch. of the 2nd following 
puff. Place a dc and ch.1. Insert your hook into the sealing 
ch. of the previous puff. Yarn over and pull a loop 4 times. 
Yarn over and pull through all 8 loops on your hook. Ch. 1. 

o Repeat one more so that in the end of the row you will have 
3 puffs. Place the last dc of the row into the 2nd chain of the 3 
turning chains of the previous row. Chain 1 and turn. 

o Place a row of sc all around this 2 row braid.  
 Cut yarn and fasten of. Weave in the tails. 

Repeat from ch12 to create an identical second side panel. 

Assebly 

 Fold your work, leaving 4 rows for the flap.  
 Slip stitch to attach the first side panel braid to the left long side of 

your folded work. Begin from the front of the bag moving towards 
the back.  



 

 

 Chain one and single crochet around the flap of the bag until you 
get to the point where you will attach the right side panel. 

 Align your second side panel and join the first stitch of the panel to 
with the corresponding stitch of the side of the bag beginning with a 
single crochet. Then chain one. 

 Slip stitch to attach the rest of the right side panel moving from the 
back towards the front of the bag. 

 Cut the yarn and fasten of. Weave in the tails. 
 Insert your hook to the point where the flap meets the side panel 

(right side of the bag) fold the end of your yarn pull a loop and 
chain 1. 

 Slip stitch the next stitch of the top of the right side panel.  
 Insert your hook to next stitch and then into the first of the D rings. 

Pull a loop and pull it through the loop on your hook, to embed the 
D ring to the top of the right side panel. 

 Insert your hook to the next stitch and under the D ring. Pull a loop 
and pull it through the loop on your hook.  

 Insert your hook to next stitch and then into the first of the D rings. 
Pull a loop and pull it through the loop on your hook. 

 Slip stitch until the end of the side panel and then slip stitch the top 
row of the front side of the bag, until you reach the next side panel  

 Slip stitch the next stitch of the top of the left side panel.  
 Insert your hook to next stitch and then into the first of the D rings. 

Pull a loop and pull it through the loop on your hook, to embed the 
D ring to the top of the left side panel. 

 Insert your hook to the next stitch and under the D ring. Pull a loop 
and pull it through the loop on your hook.  

 Insert your hook to next stitch and then into the first of the D rings. 
Pull a loop and pull it through the loop on your hook. 

 Slip stitch until the end of the side panel 
 Cut yarn, fasten of and weave in any tails. 
 Mark the center of the edge of your flap and attach the male part of 

the press lock with the pliers. 
 Mark the spot where the closure meets the body of the bag and 

attach the female part of the closure. 
 Attach the chain strap to the D rings using the O Rings with the 

inward oppening. 


